Situo RTS
®

Luxury Made Simple
Control all Radio Technology Somfy® (RTS) products, such
as interior window coverings and exterior solar protections,
with an elegant Situo® RTS control that elevates the experience
with Somfy-powered solutions.
SLEEK MODERN LOOK
REFINED PROFILE
ERGONOMIC DESIGN
DISCREET WALL SUPPORT
AVAILABLE IN 1 AND 5 CHANNELS

Situo® 1 RTS
1800128

ATTRACTIVE IN ANY HOME

Radio Technology Somfy® (RTS)
Sell your customers a lifestyle that provides the ultimate combination of luxury and performance
with Radio Technology Somfy® (RTS). This exclusive control platform for interior window coverings
and exterior solar protections brings creative solutions to life. Using radio technology to ensure a range
of up to 65 feet, it allows users to conveniently operate their motorized product while in another room
or virtually anywhere inside or outside the home.
RTS controls are available in a wide variety of options designed to work together so users can mix and
match as desired. The selection includes hand-held remotes, wireless wall switches, table-top controls,
timers, sensors and a smartphone/tablet app. Compatible interfaces are also available and allow for
seamless integration with third-party home automation systems regardless of brand or technology.
Situo® 5 RTS
1800139

Sensors

App and Voice Control

Sensors react to the amount of sunlight and/or temperature in a
room to automatically open or close interior window coverings to
maximize energy savings.

The Somfy myLink™ allows users to create scenes and schedules
to automate their window coverings, and also control them with a
smartphone, tablet or their voice.

Sunis Indoor
WireFree™ RTS

ThermoSunis Indoor
WireFree™ RTS

9013707

9013708

Timers

1811403
Compatible with iOS and Android

Wireless Wall Switches
Wireless wall switches provide stationary control when entering or exiting a space.
Optional colors and accessories also available.

Timers operate RTS
products at scheduled
times to automatically
control natural light.

Smoove® 1 RTS
1811533

DecoFlex WireFree™
RTS 5 Channel
1810813

DecoFlex WireFree™ RTS
Table Top Accessory
1810972

Telis 1
Chronis Pure
1805237

For detailed information, please visit somfysystems.com/RTS
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